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Building KCNQ1/KCNE1 Channel Models and Probing their Interactions by
Molecular-Dynamics Simulations
Yu Xu, Yuhong Wang, Xuan-Yu Meng, Mei Zhang, Min Jiang, Meng Cui, and Gea-Ny Tseng*
Department of Physiology & Biophysics, Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia

ABSTRACT The slow delayed rectifier (IKs) channel is composed of KCNQ1 (pore-forming) and KCNE1 (auxiliary) subunits,
and functions as a repolarization reserve in the human heart. Design of IKs-targeting anti-arrhythmic drugs requires detailed
three-dimensional structures of the KCNQ1/KCNE1 complex, a task made possible by Kv channel crystal structures
(templates for KCNQ1 homology-modeling) and KCNE1 NMR structures. Our goal was to build KCNQ1/KCNE1 models
and extract mechanistic information about their interactions by molecular-dynamics simulations in an explicit lipid/solvent
environment. We validated our models by confirming two sets of model-generated predictions that were independent
from the spatial restraints used in model-building. Detailed analysis of the molecular-dynamics trajectories revealed
previously unrecognized KCNQ1/KCNE1 interactions, whose relevance in IKs channel function was confirmed by voltageclamp experiments. Our models and analyses suggest three mechanisms by which KCNE1 slows KCNQ1 activation: by
promoting S6 bending at the Pro hinge that closes the activation gate; by promoting a downward movement of gating
charge on S4; and by establishing a network of electrostatic interactions with KCNQ1 on the extracellular surface that
stabilizes the channel in a pre-open activated state. Our data also suggest how KCNE1 may affect the KCNQ1 pore
conductance.

INTRODUCTION
KCNQ1 is a typical voltage-gated potassium (Kv) channel
and KCNE1 is a type-I transmembrane peptide (Fig. 1 A).
They associate to form the slow delayed rectifier (IKs)
channel (Fig. 1 B) expressed in human atrial and ventricular
myocytes (1–4). The importance of IKs in maintaining
the electrical stability of human heart is highlighted by
the linkage between loss-of-function mutations in KCNQ1
or KCNE1 to long QT syndromes (LQT1 or LQT5) (5),
and the linkage between their gain-of-function mutations
to congenital atrial fibrillation, and for KCNQ1, short QT
syndrome (6–8).
There has been long-standing interest in understanding how the IKs channel works: how does KCNE1 slow
KCNQ1 activation, increase the current amplitude through
the KCNQ1 pore, and suppress KCNQ1 inactivation
(effects a–c in Fig. 1 B)? Structural information is required
for rational design of IKs modulators, whose clinical
applications include treating congenital and acquired
long-QT syndromes (9). Our goal was to build and
validate three-dimensional models of the KCNQ1/
KCNE1 channel complex, subject the models to molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations, and extract novel insights into the structure-dynamics-function relationship
of the IKs channel from detailed analysis of the MD
trajectories.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Homology modeling of KCNQ1
Forty three-dimensional KCNQ1 models were generated using the
program MODELLER (University of California at San Francisco,
San Francisco, CA), and the one with the highest G-score from
PROCHECK (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/software/PROCHECK/)
and the highest percent of residues in favored regions was selected.
We rebuilt the S1-S2 and S2-S3 linkers using the SYBYL loop structure
template database (JPR Technologies; http://www.jprtechnologies.com.
au/tripos/discovery-informatics/sybyl/), and constrained the distance
between positions 142 and 228 (Cz-Cz < 5 Å) using a CHARMM
simulation (Martin Karplus, Harvard University, Boston, MA; http://
www.charmm.org/). A Ramachandran plot showed that 93.2% of the
residues were in the most favored regions, and 6.0% in the allowed
regions.

Refining KCNE1 NMR structure
We adjusted the following peptide backbone dihedral angles in the
KCNE1 NMR structure: j at E43 (from –26.1 to 139.8 ), 4 at H73
(86.2 to 122.9 ), S74 (112.4 to 60.0 ), and D76 (111.8 to
79.9 ). The adjusted KCNE1 structure was refined by MD simulations
(details below).

Docking KCNE1 to KCNQ1 using Brownian
dynamics simulations
The program package MACRODOX (Ver. 3.2.2 used, latest version is
4.6.1; available at http://iweb.tntech.edu/macrodox/macrodox.html) was
used to assign charges, solve the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation,
and run the Brownian dynamics protein-docking simulations. The final
docking conformations were refined by CHARMM simulation for 20 ps,
with KCNQ1 Ca atoms restrained harmonically and KCNE1 residues
46 and 71 constrained at Ca-Ca distance 38.4 Å.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.09.058
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MD simulations
We conducted MD simulations using GROMACS, Ver. 4.5.3 with the
GROMOS96 53a6 force field (www.gromacs.org). Using the VMD
membrane package, the protein structure was immersed in an explicit
POPC (palmitoyloleoyl-phosphatidylcholine) bilayer, and solvated with
single-point-charge water molecules. Two sets of MD simulations were
performed on Q1, Q1Ea, and Q1Eb systems. In the first set of MD simulations (MDS#1), we applied a constant electric field of 0.128 V,nm1
(corresponding to transmembrane voltage of þ435 mV) with 600 mM
KCl. The total numbers of atoms in the Q1, Q1Ea, and Q1Eb systems
were 74,681, 96,394, and 119,970. In the second set of MD simulations
(MDS#2), there was no electrical field and only four Kþ ions were placed
in the pore with Cl ions added to neutralize net charges of the system
(nominally 0 mM ions). The total numbers of atoms in the Q1, Q1Ea,
and Q1Eb systems were 76,329, 98,418, and 122,450. The E1-alone MD
simulation was run under the second set of conditions, with a total of
60,092 atoms. Bond lengths were constrained with the LINCS algorithm.
Electrostatic interactions were calculated by the particle-mesh Ewald
method with 12 Å cutoff. The van der Waal interactions were modeled
using Lennard-Jones 6-12 potentials with 14 Å cutoff. All simulations
were conducted at a constant temperature (300 K) and constant pressure
(1 bar) using the Berendsen method. The neighborhood list was updated
every 20 fs.
After 100 (E1 alone) or 3000 (Q1 alone, Q1Ea, and Q1Eb) steps of
energy minimization using the steepest-descent algorithm, each system
was subjected to a 0.5-ns two-step dynamics simulation with the restraint
on positions gradually weakened. To permit water and ions to relax
about the protein(s), the restraints on the protein(s) and Kþ ions were
set to 1000 kJ/mol/nm2 for 0.2 ns, and 10 kJ/mol/nm2 for 0.3 ns, respecBiophysical Journal 105(11) 2461–2473

FIGURE 1 KCNQ1 and KCNE1 associate to form
the IKs channel. (A) Two-dimensional diagram of
KCNQ1 and KCNE1 subunits. Each KCNQ1 subunit
has six transmembrane segments (S1–S6) and a porelining P-loop, which can be functionally divided into
a voltage-sensing domain (VSD) and a pore domain
(PD) linked by the S4-S5 linker. Each KCNE1 subunit
has one transmembrane domain (TMD), with extracellular amino-terminus (NT) and intracellular carboxyterminus (CT). (B) KCNE1 slows KCNQ1 activation
(a), increases the current amplitude (b), and suppresses
KCNQ1 inactivation (abolishing the hooked phase
of tail current, c). (C) Cartoon of a Kv channel crystal
structure (PDB:2R9R, viewed from the extracellular
side of the membrane), with two KCNE subunits in
diagonal KCNE-binding pockets (gray shades). As a
reference for Fig. 7, the four Kv channel subunits are
designated as chains A–D, and the two KCNE subunits
as chains E and F. (D) KCNE1 NMR structure in
LMPG micelles (PDB:2K21), with NT-, TM-, and
CT-helices and loops marked. (Dotted circle) Putative
LMPG micelle. (E) Sequence alignment between
PDB:2R9R and KCNQ1 (PDB:2R9R position numbers
based on rat Kv1.2, accession number: P63142).
(Dashes) Gaps. Helical regions (S1–S6, and porehelix) are noted. The following residues are highlighted: T184 of PDB:2R9R and T144 of KCNQ1
(asterisks), I331 of PDB:2R9R and Y299 of KCNQ1
(asterisks), L142 and R228 of KCNQ1 (pound signs).

tively. A 100-ns production run was conducted on each system under the
conditions described above and coordinates were saved every 10 ps for
analysis.

Analysis of MD trajectories
Root mean-square deviation (RMSD) values of protein Ca atoms during
whole MD simulations were generated by GROMACS, Ver. 4.5.3.
The following analyses were conducted on the second halves of MD simulations (50–100 ns), when the systems had reached or were approaching
equilibrium based on their RMSD values:
1. Clustering structures and analysis of side-chain/backbone interactions,
including hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, and hydrophobic contacts
(using the SIMULAID online data base, http://www.freechemical.info/
freeSoftware/Simulaid.html);
2. Calculation of backbone root mean-square fluctuations (RMSFs,
determined with the software GROMACS, Ver. 4.5.3); and
3. Principal component analysis (GROMACS, Ver. 4.5.3) and visualization
(using VMD, available from the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, IL, https://www-s.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/; and CHIMERA,
available from the University of California at San Francisco, San
Francisco, CA; http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera/).

Methods in the Supporting Material
Details of site-directed mutagenesis, oocytes expression and voltage-clamp,
COS-7 culture, and immunoblot experiments are provided in the
Supporting Material.
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RESULTS
Constraining the relationship between the
extracellular end of S1 and pore domain
or S4 in the KCNQ1 channel
We used a high-resolution Kv channel crystal structure
as template for building a KCNQ1 homology model
(PDB:2R9R, Fig. 1 C) (10). Amino-acid sequence alignment indicated a serious challenge in modeling the
KCNQ1 S1-S2 linker, which is much shorter than the template without sequence homology (Fig. 1 E). Therefore,
we first sought experimental restraints to position the extracellular end of S1 with respect to other domains in the
KCNQ1 channel.
Lee et al. (11) identified a contact between the extracellular end of S1 and the beginning of the pore helix of
adjacent subunits. In PDB:2R9R, these are T184 and I361.
The equivalent positions in KCNQ1 are T144 and Y299
(highlighted by asterisks in Fig. 1 E). We tested whether
these two positions, when occupied by cysteine (Cys), could
come close enough to allow intersubunit disulfide formation, which would produce a KCNQ1 dimer. Cys was
engineered into a Cys-free KCNQ1 background, designated
as Q1*, and our strategy is diagrammed in Fig. 2 Aa. Fig. 2
Ab depicts a representative immunoblot image, and Fig. 2
Ac summarizes densitometry data. When T144C was paired
with S298C, Y299C, or A300C, dimer formation occurred
spontaneously (oxidized by air O2). Dimer formation was
markedly enhanced by incubation with H2O2 and abolished
by subsequent dithiothreitol (DTT) treatment. These data
constrained the relationship between the extracellular end
of S1 and the beginning of pore-helix in the KCNQ1
channel.
We tested whether L142 (at the extracellular end of S1)
could come close to R228 (the first Arg on S4) to allow
disulfide formation (highlighted by the pound signs in
Fig. 1 E). We also wanted to know whether this occurred
in the closed or open state (two scenarios in Fig. 2 Ba).
L142 and R228 were replaced by Cys, singly or simultaneously, in the same Q1* subunit, and we used oocyte
expression to test the effects of DTT on the channel
gating function. The immunoblot method described above
was not suitable because the disulfide bond between
142C and 228C would be intrasubunit, i.e., Q1*
remained a monomer and its mobility in sodium dodecyl-sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis would
change little. On the other hand, based on the effects of
DTT on the channel gating kinetics, we could infer
whether the spontaneous disulfide bond was preferentially
formed in the open state (DTT treatment destabilized the
open state, leading to a slowing of activation, acceleration
of deactivation, and/or a decrease in the instantaneous
component, depending on the voltage-clamp protocol
used), or in the closed state (opposite effect[s]) (12).
Fig. 2 Bb shows that Q1*-L142C/R228C exhibited a large
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constitutive component under the control conditions.
DTT treatment removed the constitutive component,
revealing a slowly activating kinetics. The development
of the constitutive component in Q1*-L142C/R228C
was enhanced by depolarizing pulses that activated the
channel, and was prevented by DTT treatment (Fig. 2
Bc). Negative control (single Cys mutants: L142C or
R228C) did not exhibit this gating behavior or sensitivity
to DTT (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material). These
data supported the second scenario in Fig. 2 Ba, and constrained the open-state position of S1 with respect to S4
in the KCNQ1 channel.
Creating a homology KCNQ1 model and docking KCNE1
in two stages

Fig. 3 A depicts a side view of the final KCNQ1 homology
model. The S4 positions equivalent to the first four gating
charge-bearing positions of Shaker (R228, R231, Q234,
and R237) were above a putative hydrophobic seal signified
by Y167 on S2 (13,14), confirming the activated status of
the model. Consistent with our experimental restraints,
L142 and R228 of the same subunit were close to each other.
T144 and S298 of adjacent subunits were also close to each
other (not shown).
There are issues with the KCNE1 NMR structure,
PDB:2K21 (15), in terms of the conformations of transmembrane helix and loops between helices (Fig. 1 D) (16). It
needed refinement before the docking exercise. We manually adjusted selected dihedral angles of the KCNE1 NMR
structure, so that the amino-terminus (NT)- and carboxy-terminus (CT)-domains did not fold back into the membrane.
The adjusted KCNE1 structure was refined by 100-ns MD
simulations in lipid and solvent environment (see Fig. S2).
Analysis of snapshots between 50 and 100 ns of the MD
trajectory revealed five clusters of structures. Fig. 3 B
depicts representative structures from the five clusters
superimposed by their transmembrane (TM) helices. While
the E1-NT, -TM, and -CT helices were maintained, their
relative positions were variable due to the highly flexible
loops connecting them. Based on this analysis, the following
docking strategy was devised: we would dock the helical
regions of KCNE1 to the KCNQ1 homology model in
separate steps, select the most favorable docking conformations based on available experimental restraints, build the
loops connecting the helices, and then allow the systems
to adjust themselves by MD simulations. The E1-CT was
not included, because the KCNQ1 homology model does
not include the cytoplasmic regions that interact with
E1-CT (17). Furthermore, to our knowledge, there are not
sufficient experimental data to constrain E1-CT with
respect to the intracellular surface of the KCNQ1 homology
model (18).
Fig. S3 lists the procedures of the first stage: docking
E1-TMD (amino acids (aa) 40–71) to the KCNQ1
homology model. The final docking model, designated
Biophysical Journal 105(11) 2461–2473
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FIGURE 2 Relationship between the extracellular end of S1 and other domains in KCNQ1. (A) Testing S1 and pore-helix contact in KCNQ1.
(a) Experimental design. T144C and pore-helix Cys mutants were engineered into separate subunits of KCNQ1 whose native Cys had been replaced
by Ala (designated Q1*), and coexpressed at 1:1 ratio. Disulfide formation between the Cys side chains would produce Q1* dimer. To minimize the interference of KCNQ1 self-oligomerization, we included wild-type KCNE1 in the transfection. Pilot experiments showed that KCNE1 coexpression reduced
KCNQ1 self-oligomerization, likely due to KCNQ1/KCNE1 interactions in their C-terminal domains (17). (b) Representative immunoblot image of
whole-cell lysates from COS-7 cells expressing Q1*-T144C paired with Q1*-G297C, -S298C, -Y299C, -A300C, or -D301C, along with KCNE1.
COS-7 cells were treated with H2O2 (0.1%), or with H2O2 followed by DTT (50 mM) before NEM (protection of free thiol groups) and protein solubilization. Whole-cell lysates were fractionated by nonreducing sodium dodecyl-sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and probed for Q1* (immunoblot: Q1). (Left) Q1* monomer and dimer bands and size-marker bands. (c) Ratios of dimer/monomer band intensities when Q1*-T144C was paired with
pore-helix Cys mutants listed along the abscissa. As negative controls, single Cys mutants (pore-helix Cys mutants without Q1*-T144C, or Q1*-T144C
alone) were also included. All were coexpressed with KCNE1. COS-7 cells were treated with H2O2 (triangles), H2O2 followed by DTT (inverted
triangles), or without any treatment (oxidized by air O2, circles). (B) Testing contacts between positions 142 and 228 in KCNQ1. (a) Two scenarios
of L142/R228 contact. (b) Current traces recorded from an oocyte expressing Q1*-L142C/R228C, elicited by the voltage-clamp protocol diagrammed
(inset). The recordings were made under the control conditions and then in the presence of DTT (10 mM). (c) Effects of repetitive depolarizing pulses
on the constitutive component of Q1*-L142C/R228C. Shown are changes in the constitutive current amplitude during pulsing (to þ20 mV for 2 s) applied
once every 30 s under the control conditions and in the presence of DTT. (Inset) Current traces elicited by the first and last pulses. (Dotted rectangles)
Constitutive current component.

as (Q1)4/(E1-TMD), satisfied modeling criteria and all
available experimental restraints based on disulfide formation between Cys side chains engineered into specific
KCNQ1 and KCNE1 positions (12,19–23). These spatial
restraints positioned the KCNE1 transmembrane domain
(TMD) relative to the KCNQ1 voltage-sensing domain
and pore-domain (Fig. 3 C).
Fig. S4 outlines the second stage: docking E1-NT
(aa 1–34) to the above structure. Our strategy was based
on experimental data suggesting a preferred spatial
relationship between E1-NT positions 14, 22, and 34
Biophysical Journal 105(11) 2461–2473

and the KCNQ1 external pore entrance (see detailed
description in the Supporting Material) (24). Selections
based on modeling criteria and these spatial restraints
led to 22 distinct conformations that could be roughly
classified as having the KCNE1 NT-helix (aa 11–23)
interacting with, or away from, the external surface of
the KCNQ1 channel (designated as Q1Ea and Q1Eb,
respectively, Fig. 3 D). We inspected each of these 22
structures and removed those violating further modeling
criteria (filter 4; see Fig. S4). After this step, four
structures remained: two each of the Q1Ea and Q1Eb
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FIGURE 3 Intermediate structures created during
the process of building KCNQ1/KCNE1 docking
models. (A) Homology model of KCNQ1 in the activated state, designated as (Q1)4. For clarity, only
two diagonal subunits are shown (green and lightblue ribbons). (Boxed area) Relationships between
S4 (R228, R231, Q234, R237, H240, and R243),
S1 (L142), and S2 (E160, F167, and E170). (B)
Five representative KCNE1 structures refined from
the adjusted NMR structure (see Fig. S2 in the Supporting Material), superimposed based on their TM
helices. (C) Final model of E1-TMD (aa 40–71, blue
ribbon) docked to (Q1)4 (green, cyan and white
ribbons), designated as (Q1)4/(E1-TMD) (see
Fig. S3). (Enlarged view of boxed area) KCNE1
T58 far from KCNQ1 S338, F339, or F340. (D)
(Left) Top view of an ensemble of 22 models with
E1-NT (aa 1–35, multicolor ribbons) docked to
(Q1)4/(E1-TMD) (white ribbons), designated as
(Q1)4/(E1-TMD)(E1-NT) (see Fig. S4). (Right)
Side views of two final structures of KCNE1
(1–71) docked to the KCNQ1 homology model in
a 2:4 stoichiometry, designated as Q1Ea and Q1Eb
(KCNQ1 as gray ribbons, and KCNE1 as red or
blue ribbons).

conformations. We selected one Q1Ea and one Q1Eb for
further analysis.
MD simulations and model validation

We subjected the homology model of KCNQ1 (Q1 alone),
Q1Ea and Q1Eb docking conformations to 100-ns MD
simulations (Fig. 4 A) under two in silico conditions:
1. In 600 mM [KCl] with þ435 mV transmembrane
voltage; and
2. In nominally 0 mM [KCl] (4 Kþ ions in the pore) and
0 mV transmembrane voltage.
These are designated as MDS#1 and MDS#2. Before
detailed analysis of these MD trajectories (Fig. 4 B), we
checked the quality of our models by testing two sets of
model-generated predictions observed during both MDS#1
and MDS#2. Both sets of predictions were independent
from the spatial restraints used in the above model-building
processes described in Fig. S3 and Fig. S4.

Prediction No. 1: salt-bridge formation between
oppositely charged side chains on KCNE1-NT
and KCNQ1 S5-P linker
Table S1 in the Supporting Material shows that the predictions of salt-bridge formation between KCNQ1 and
KCNE1 were similar between MDS#1 and MDS#2. We
checked nine of these predictions (diagrammed at the top
of Fig. 5) by engineering Cys into these positions in the
Cys-free Q1* and E1 background and testing whether
they could form a disulfide bond. The procedures were
modified from those used in Fig. 2 A (see Fig. 5’s legend).
Fig. 5 A shows that a clear 80-kDa band was seen in each of
these nine Cys-substituted Q1*/E1 pairs, but not in the
negative controls (Q1* constructs alone, without the E1 partners). Furthermore, DTT treatment abolished the 80-kDa
bands, confirming that they represented disulfide-linked
Q1*-S-S-E1.
Because the peptide backbones of KCNE1-NT and
KCNQ1 S5-P linker are highly flexible (Figs. 6 A and 7 A),
Biophysical Journal 105(11) 2461–2473
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vations indicated that the multiple salt-bridges predicted
to occur between the KCNE1-NT and KCNQ1 S5-P linker
stabilized the loop conformations sufficiently to support
the preferred contact pattern, even when two of the charged
side chains were replaced by neutral Cys. Because the predicted salt-bridge interactions were largely nonredundant
between Q1Ea and Q1Eb (Fig. 5 A, top, see also Fig. 6
B), these data not only validated our models but also
confirmed that both docking conformations are possible in
KCNQ1/KCNE1 complexes.

Prediction No. 2: KCNE1 position 58 is too
far from KCNQ1 positions 338–340 to allow
disulfide formation

FIGURE 4 MD simulations. (A) Proteins (green ribbons) embedded in
lipids (gray wires) were immersed in water molecules (red) with Kþ ions
(purple spheres). For clarity, the KCNQ1 subunit closest to the viewer is
removed. (B) Trajectories of Ca RMSD of Q1 alone, Q1Ea, and Q1Eb
(gray, red, and blue traces, respectively) under two sets of conditions:
MDS#1 (in 600 mM KCl, with transmembrane voltage of þ435 mV) and
MDS#2 (with four Kþ ions in the pore, no transmembrane voltage). (C)
Top views of superimposed snapshots of Q1Ea and Q1Eb taken at every
10th ns during the 100-ns MDS under conditions #1.

we further tested whether the above disulfide bonds resulted
from random encounters between KCNQ1 and KCNE1 in
this region. If this were the case, we expected to see similar
degrees of disulfide formation involving Cys side chains
engineered into neighboring positions. Fig. 5 B shows that
E1-R32C formed stronger disulfide-linked bands with
Q1*-E284C, -D286C, -E290C, and -E295C, than with Cys
at flanking KCNQ1 positions. The same was true for E1E19C/Q1*-R293C: its disulfide-linked band was stronger
than that of E1-E19C/Q1*-G292C or –V294C.
Experiments shown in Fig. 5, A and B, were repeated
multiple times with similar results and densitometry quantification is summarized in Fig. S5 and Fig. S6. These obserBiophysical Journal 105(11) 2461–2473

Based on indirect evidence, it has been proposed that
KCNE1 T58 (in the middle of the TMD) interacts with
KCNQ1 F340 (in the middle of S6) (25,26). This has since
been used as a major spatial restraint in building KCNQ1/
KCNE1-TMD docking models (15,27), although in the
latter case MD simulations suggested a preferred interaction between KCNE1 T38 and KCNQ1 S338, instead of
F340. We docked KCNE1-TMD to a KCNQ1 homology
model based on disulfide trapping data, i.e., evidence of
direct contacts (see Fig. S3) (12,19–23), without any
assumption about KCNE1 T58 relative to KCNQ1. In the
final docking model, KCNE1 T58 was far from KCNQ1
S338, F339, or F340 (Fig. 3 C). Inspecting the MD trajectories revealed that T58 did not make contact with KCNQ1
S6 at all.
To check this model prediction, we engineered Cys
into KCNE1 position 58 and flanking positions (57 and
59) and paired them with each of Q1*-S338C, -F339C,
and -F340C. Because these were transmembrane positions
and the hydrophobic environment would not favor disulfide
formation, it was critical to guard against false-negative
results. The experimental conditions were as previously
described in Wang et al. (28) (see also Fig. S7’s legend).
We took three precautions:
1. We used two positive controls to ensure our ability to
detect disulfide bonds if they occurred: Q1*-331C/
KCNE2-M59C (transmembrane disulfide-forming pair,
producing a 160-kDa band; see Fig. S7 B), and Q1*Q147C/KCNE1-G40C (extracellular disulfide-forming
pair, producing an 80-kDa Q1*-S-S-E1 band, similar to
those shown in Fig. 5, and sometimes higher molecular
weight bands, as seen in Fig. S7 B) (12,28).
2. We included one of the positive controls in all our
immunoblots to ensure the nonreducing conditions
(see Fig. S7 A).
3. We confirmed the expression of Cys-substituted E1
variants (see Fig. S7 A, lower panel), so that failure
to detect disulfide formation was not due to failure
of expressing disulfide-forming partners.
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FIGURE 5 Using disulfide trapping to confirm model predictions of KCNQ1/KCNE1 interactions. (Top) Predicted salt-bridge interactions between
oppositely charged side chains on KCNE1 NT and KCNQ1 S5-P linker. The interacting pairs are linked (red or blue lines, occurring in Q1Ea or Q1Eb
conformation, respectively). (A) Detecting disulfide formation between specified Cys-substituted Q1*/E1 pairs under nonreducing conditions (DTT).
DTT treatment (þDTT) and single Cys-substituted Q1* without E1 partners served as positive and negative controls. (B) Preference of disulfide formation
between KCNQ1 and KCNE1 positions bearing oppositely charged side chains in the native state. (C) Effects of depolarization (Dep, by 100 mM [K]o)
on the degree of disulfide formation between specified Q1*/E1 pairs. In experiments shown in panels A and B, COS-7 cells were incubated with 0.01%
H2O2 in regular medium ([K]o ¼ 5 mM) for 10 min, followed by raising [K]o to 100 mM in the continuous presence of H2O2 for 10 min before NEM
(N-ethylmaleimide) (protection of free thiol groups) and protein solubilization. In panel C, cells with or without 100 mM [K]o treatment are labeled
as þ or  Dep. To illustrate the presence of disulfide-linked Q1*-S-S-E1 bands (80 kDa) and loading control (Q1*, 60 kDa), immunoblot images in
the 75–100 kDa range (long exposure) and in the 50–70 kDa range (short exposure) are shown separately. The corresponding complete immunoblot
(long exposure) images are shown in Fig. S5 and Fig. S6.

The representative immunoblots shown in Fig. S7 A
and data summarized in Fig. S7 C led us to conclude
that our model prediction was confirmed: none of the
Cys-substituted pairs (E1-F57C, -T58C, or -L59C paired
with Q1*-S338C, -F339C, or -F340C) could form a
disulfide bond.
Analyzing KCNQ1/KCNE1 interactions during MD trajectories

To seek mechanistic insights into how KCNE1 and
KCNQ1 interact with each other, we analyzed how they
influenced each other’s backbone flexibility (Ca RMSF)
and the degree of their contacts during MD trajectories
(definition and calculation in Fig. 6’s legend). We used
principal component analysis to deduce KCNQ1 backbone
displacements induced by KCNE1 docking (29–32).
The analysis was performed on the equilibrium phase
(50–100 ns) of MD simulations under conditions 1 and
2. Figs. 6 and 7 present analysis based on MDS#1.
Analysis based on MDS#2 is presented in Fig. S8 and
Fig. S10.

KCNE1 interactions with KCNQ1
It has been proposed that the IKs channel complex is formed
by binding of KCNE1 TMD to KCNQ1 (33). When KCNE1
was alone in lipid bilayer, its TMD showed a distinct
helical pattern of local peaks in backbone flexibility.
Docking to KCNQ1 stabilized the KCNE1 TMD backbone,
so that all the local peaks disappeared (Fig. 6 A). In both
Q1Ea and Q1Eb docking conformations, the KCNE1
TMD displayed a helical pattern of contact with KCNQ1
(Fig. 6 B), that almost perfectly coincided with the helical
pattern of local peaks in backbone flexibility observed in
lone KCNE1 (marked by the dotted lines through Fig. 6,
A and B). These observations suggest a scenario for
KCNQ1/KCNE1 docking, during which the KCNE1 TMD
adopts multiple conformations until it can snuggly fit into
the space between KCNQ1 subunits and make multiple
contacts with KCNQ1. Fig. 6 C shows that in both Q1Ea
and Q1Eb, the first half of KCNE1 TMD (positions 44–
55) made extensive contacts with KCNQ1 in the voltagesensing domain (extracellular ends of S1, S1-S2, and
Biophysical Journal 105(11) 2461–2473
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S3-S4 linkers) and the pore-domain (S5-P and P-S6 linkers,
and the extracellular ends of S5 and S6). The second half
of KCNE1 TMD (positions 56–71) made more limited contacts with KCNQ1: S5 and S4-S5 linker. In Q1Ea, there was
also a small degree of contact with KCNQ1 S1 and S6CT.
Docking to KCNQ1 also reduced the backbone flexibility
of KCNE1 extracellular domain, more so in Q1Ea than
Q1Eb. This is consistent with snapshots during MD trajectories shown in Fig. 4 C: the E1-NT was much more
dynamic in Q1Eb than Q1Ea. In the Q1Ea conformation,
the major contact was between the E1-NT helix (F12,
L16, E19, and Q23) and the KCNQ1 S5-P linker (open
red arrow linking Fig. 6 B to the top panel of Fig. 6 C
and D). In the Q1Eb conformation, the major contact was
between E1-NT loop and KCNQ1 S5-P linker (blue open
arrow linking Fig. 6 B to the bottom panel of Fig. 6 C),
where electrostatic interactions between KCNE1 R32 and
R33 and negatively charged side chains on KCNQ1 S5-P
linker were important (Fig. 6 D).
Fig. S8 A shows that the main features of KCNE1 interactions with KCNQ1 during MDS#2 were similar to those
described above for MDS#1.
KCNQ1 interactions with KCNE1
KCNQ1 alone in lipid bilayer exhibited distinct features of
peptide backbone flexibility (Fig. 7 A). The transmembrane
helices, S4-S5 linker, P-loop, and P-S6 linker were stable
(34). On the other hand, the S1-S2, S2-S3, S3-S4, and
S5-P linkers were highly dynamic. KCNE1 association
in both Q1Ea and Q1Eb conformations only modestly
perturbed the KCNQ1 backbone flexibility. The most
Biophysical Journal 105(11) 2461–2473

FIGURE 6 Analysis of KCNE1 interaction with
KCNQ1 based on MDS#1. (A) RMSFs of KCNE1
Ca atoms when alone or associated with KCNQ1 in
Q1Ea or Q1Eb conformation. (B) Degree of contact
with KCNQ1 in Q1Ea or Q1Eb conformation.
‘‘Contact’’ was defined as Ca-Ca distance % 9 Å.
For each of the KCNE1 positions (1–71), the fractions of 5000 poses during MD trajectories in
which contacts occurred between the KCNE1 Ca
atom and any of the KCNQ1 Ca atoms were
summed and defined as degree of contact with
Q1 (A.U., arbitrary unit). KCNE1 domains are
marked (top), with helical regions (NT-helix: aa
11–23, TM-helix: aa 44–71) highlighted (gray
shading). (Dotted vertical lines) Transmembrane
positions that showed local peaks of Ca RMSF
(A), or degree of contact with Q1 (B). (C)
KCNQ1 regions with which each of the KCNE1
positions was making contact in Q1Ea (top) or
Q1Eb (bottom) conformation. The KCNE1
sequence is listed above. (Shown on left) KCNQ1
was divided into 13 color-coded regions. (D)
Closeup views of key KCNE1/KCNQ1 interactions
in Q1Ea or Q1Eb conformation.

sensitive region was the S5-P linker, whose backbone
was stabilized by KCNE1 in Q1Ea conformation during
MDS#1 (Fig. 7 A), and in both Q1Ea and Q1Eb during
MDS#2 (see Fig. S8 Ba).
The pattern of KCNQ1 contacts with KCNE1 during
MDS#1 was similar between Q1Ea and Q1Eb (Fig. 7 B).
In the pore domain, the S5-P and P-S6 linkers, the beginning
of the S5 helix (intracellular), and the beginning of the S6
helix (extracellular) made frequent contacts with KCNE1.
In the voltage-sensing domain, the following KCNQ1
regions made various degrees of contacts with KCNE1: S1
helix, S1-S2 linker, S3-S4 linker, and the intracellular end
of S4 helix. The pattern of KCNQ1 contacts with KCNE1
observed during MDS#2 was similar, except that the
KCNQ1 S2-S3 linker also made a small degree of contact
with KCNE1 (Fig. S8 Bb).
To probe how KCNE1 association perturbed the KCNQ1
backbone conformation, we applied principal component
analysis to combined MD trajectories: the equilibrium
phase of MD trajectory of Q1 alone was combined with
that of Q1Ea or Q1Eb (designated as Q1-to-Q1Ea and
Q1-to-Q1Eb trajectories) (29–32). Correlated molecular
motions in the combined trajectories were analyzed by
covariance matrices. Diagonalizing the covariance matrices
decomposed the molecular motions into different principal
components, based on their eigenvectors (describing the
directions of motions) and corresponding eigenvalues
(describing the magnitudes of motions). The principal components were ranked by their eigenvalues in descending order, so that the first principal component had the
largest magnitude of motions. In our analysis, the first
principal components contributed to 80 and 70% of the
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FIGURE 7 Analysis of KCNQ1 interaction with
KCNE1 based on MDS#1. (A) RMSF of KCNQ1
Ca atoms (averaged over chains A–D) when
KCNQ1 was alone, or associated with KCNE1 in
Q1Ea or Q1Eb conformation. (B) Degree of contact
with KCNE1 indexed by KCNQ1 position numbers
(107–359) in Q1Ea or Q1Eb conformation. The
calculation of degree of contact was similar to that
described for Fig. 6 B. (C) KCNQ1 Ca displacements related to KCNE1 association deduced from
principal component analysis (see Fig. S9). The
KCNQ1 Ca displacement values of principal
component 1 were averaged over chains A–D of
both Q1Ea and Q1Eb conformations and plotted as
mean 5 SE against KCNQ1 position numbers.
Selected residues and position numbers are marked
for local peaks. (D) Views of putative KCNE1induced motions in KCNQ1 peptide backbone in
the Q1Ea conformation. (Gray traces) KCNQ1
backbones; (tubes) regions of interest, extramembrane linkers, and S6CT. (Cyan tubes) Ca atom positions of Q1 alone; (red tubes) Q1/Ea linked by
principal component 1. The magnitudes and directions of KCNQ1 motions in the regions of interest
are signified by lines (cyan, green, red) connecting
corresponding Ca atoms of the two tubes. The four
Q1 subunits are marked as A–D (peripheral
voltage-sensing domains) or a–d (central pore
domain). (Yellow and magenta triangles) Putative
direction of forces exerted by KCNE1 on KCNQ1
on the extracellular (solid triangles) or intracellular
(open triangles) side of the membrane.

molecular motions observed in Q1-to-Q1Ea and Q1-toQ1Eb trajectories, respectively (see Fig. S9 A). Projection
of MD trajectories along eigenvectors 1–3 showed that
although the path of motions in Q1 alone and that of Q1Ea
or Q1Eb were well separated along eigenvector 1 (see
Fig. S9 B), they were not separated along eigenvectors 2 or
3 (see Fig. S9 C). This analysis suggested that the first principal components of the combined MD trajectories likely
represented the displacements of KCNQ1 backbone induced
by KCNE1 association in Q1Ea and Q1Eb conformations.
Fig. S10 shows that KCNE1-induced KCNQ1 Ca
displacements were asymmetrical among the four KCNQ1
subunits. The patterns varied between Q1Ea and Q1Eb as
well as between MDS#1 and MDS#2. We averaged the
KCNQ1 Ca displacements over the four KCNQ1 subunits
in both Q1Ea and Q1Eb conformations based on MDS#1.
The average KCNQ1 backbone displacements displayed

a distinct pattern (Fig. 7 C), which tracks the pattern of
KCNQ1 Ca RMSF (Fig. 7 A) but not the pattern of
KCNQ1 contacts with KCNE1 (Fig. 7 B) during MD trajectories. These comparisons indicate that KCNE1 can modulate KCNQ1 channel function by allosteric mechanisms:
conformational changes resulting from KCNQ1/KCNE1
contacts were transmitted to other KCNQ1 areas that
directly controlled its channel function. For example,
despite a lack of direct contacts, KCNE1 docking caused
conformational changes in the KCNQ1 pore loop around
T312 (Thr of the selectivity filter, TIGYG) and around the
S6 hinge (L342/P343) (35). These secondary conformational changes are likely to contribute to KCNE1 effects
on KCNQ1 pore conductance, and the probability of
opening of the activation gate (S6CT). Movie S1 (in the
Supporting Material) depicts the KCNQ1 backbone displacements induced by KCNE1 in the Q1Ea and Q1Eb
Biophysical Journal 105(11) 2461–2473
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conformations during MDS#1. The functional implication
related to Fig. 7 D (enlarged views in Fig. S11) is discussed
below.
Functional relevance of novel KCNQ1/KCNE1 interactions
revealed by MD trajectories

Interactions between KCNQ1 S5-P linker and KCNE1-NT
stabilize a pre-open activated state of the KCNQ1/KCNE1
channel. Both KCNQ1 S5-P linker and KCNE1-NT are
extracellular loops, far from the voltage-sensor (S4) and
the activation gate (S6CT). Therefore, their interactions are
not expected to directly impact on the activation gating
process. However, our models predicted that KCNE1/
KCNQ1 interactions in the extracellular region could
perturb a network of salt-bridges and hydrogen bonds
among KCNQ1 residues within the voltage-sensing domain
(VSD) and between VSD and the pore domain (PD) (see
Table S1 and Fig. S12). These interactions involve gating
charges on the S4 (R228 and R231), and thus should impact
on the stability of the channel in activated versus deactivated
states. If this was the case, then disulfide formation between
the KCNQ1 S5-P linker and KCNE1-NT might be gatingstate-dependent. To test this possibility, we compared the
degree of disulfide formation between two conditions:
during H2O2 incubation COS-7 cells were treated with
100 mM [K]o for 10 min (depolarization to 0 mV, favoring
channel activation) or not ([K]o ¼ 5 mM). Fig. 5 C shows
that depolarization reduced disulfide formation in the
following pairs: Q1*-E290C/E1-R32C, Q1*-R293C/E1E19C, Q1*-E295C/E1-R32C, and Q1*-E295C/E1-R33C
(two independent experiments with similar results). Because
these disulfide formations were predicted by our KCNQ1/
KCNE1 docking conformations built on the activated-state
KCNQ1 homology model (Fig. 3 A), we suggest that the
docking conformations represent a pre-open activated state
of the channel, which could be destabilized by prolonged
depolarization. Depolarization did not alter the degree of
disulfide formation in the following pairs: Q1*-E284C/
E1-R32C and –R33C, Q1*-D286C/E1-R32C and –R33C.
We used oocyte voltage-clamp to probe further. Disulfide
formation should stabilize the gating-state in which it was
formed. If disulfide occurred in a pre-open activated state,
then H2O2 by promoting disulfide formation should lead
to a positive shift in the voltage-dependence of activation.
Fig. 8 shows that this was indeed the case with Q1*E290C/E1-R32C or -R33C, Q1*-E295C/E1-R32C or
-R33C. As a comparison, H2O2 treatment also right-shifted
V0.5 of activation of Q1*-E284C/E1-R33C and Q1*-D286C/
E1-R32C. However, the degree of shift was much smaller
than the above four pairs. We could not test the effects of
H2O2 on Q1*-R293C/E1-E19C, because H2O2 treatment
shifted V0.5 of activation in Q1*-WT/E1-E19C, suggesting
that the Cys side chain at KCNE1 position 19 could form
disulfide bond(s) with unidentified partner(s) in the oocyte
cell membrane.
Biophysical Journal 105(11) 2461–2473

FIGURE 8 Effects of H2O2 on voltage-dependence of activation of Cyssubstituted disulfide-forming KCNQ1/KCNE1 pairs. Oocytes expressing
specified constructs were voltage-clamped under control conditions and
then after treatment with H2O2 (0.1%, 10–15 min) using pulse protocols
similar to that described for Fig. 2 Bb. Isochronal (2-s) activation curves
were constructed by fitting the relationship between peak tail current
amplitude (Itail) and test pulse voltage (Vt) with a simple Boltzmann
function: Itail ¼ Imax/(1 þ exp[(V0.5  Vt)/k]) to estimate the maximal Itail
value (Imax), half-maximum activation voltage (V0.5), and slope factor (k).
Fraction activated ¼ Itail/Imax; DV0.5 ¼ H2O2-induced shift in V0.5 value;
(n) ¼ number of oocytes studied.

Side-chain properties at KCNE1 position 46 impact on
ion conduction through the KCNQ1/KCNE1 pore. Previously we showed that Cys substitution of KCNE1 Y46
significantly increased the Rb:K conductance ratio (GRb/
GK) from 0.74 5 0.03 (KCNQ1*/KCNE1-WT) to 2.02 5
0.09 (KCNQ1*/KCNE1-Y46C) (28). This was unique
among the 25 positions in the KCNE1 TMD and NT loop
tested, although the mechanism was not clear. Our docking
models suggested that KCNE1 Y46 was packed against
KCNQ1 S1-S2, S5-P, and P-S6 linkers (Fig. 9 A). Analysis
of MD trajectories revealed dynamic interactions between
KCNE1 Y46 and KCNQ1 side chains or peptide backbone
in these linker regions (see Table S2). These observations
suggested that the bulky Y46 side chain might exert steric
pressure on the KCNQ1 pore loop to restrict the conductance to Rbþ versus Kþ ions (ionic radii 1.48 and 1.33 Å).
Substituting Y46 with much smaller Cys side chain relieved
the pressure, thus increasing GRb/GK.
To check this possibility, we mutated Y46 to the smallest
residue (Y46G), a similar aromatic residue (Y46F), or a
bulky aromatic residue (Y46W), and tested their effects on
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FIGURE 9 Side-chain properties at KCNE1 position 46 influence ion-conduction through the
KCNQ1/KCNE1 pore. (A) (Top left) Side view of
KCNQ1/KCNE1 docking conformation, highlighting KCNE1 (cyan ribbon) and Y46 side chain
(sphere-filled model), KCNQ1 S1/S1-S2 linker
(blue ribbon/loop), S5-P linker (magenta loop),
and P-S6 linker (brown loop). The rest of KCNQ1
is shown as gray ribbons. (Top right) Top view of
the boxed region, with the four selectivity filters
(SF) lining the pore marked. (Lower) Closeup
views of proximity between Y46 and selected
side chains on S1-S2, S5-P, and P-S6 linkers. (B)
Cs:K conductance ratio (GCs/GK) of KCNQ1*
expressed in oocytes alone, or coexpressed with
specified KCNE1 variants: WT or Y46 substituted
by Phe, Trp, Gly, or Cys. For Y46C, the value
after
2-(TRIMETHYLAMMONIUM)ETHYL]
METHANETHIOSULFONATE (MTSET) modification is included. The method of quantifying GCs/
GK has been described in Wang et al. (28).

Cs:K conductance ratio (GCs/GK, Csþ ionic radius 1.69 Å).
Fig. 9 B shows that KCNQ1* expressed alone has a GCs/GK
value of 2.34 5 0.15, and KCNE1 association reduces GCs/
GK to 0.11 5 0.02. Whereas Y46F and Y46W resembled
KCNE1-WT in reducing the GCs/GK value, Y46G and
Y46C significantly increased the GCs/GK value. Surprisingly, making the Y46C side chain bulkier but positively charged (2-(TRIMETHYLAMMONIUM)ETHYL]
METHANETHIOSULFONATE, MTSET modification)
further increased the GCs/GK value. We suggest that the
KCNQ1/KCNE1 pore conductance to the bulky Csþ relative
to Kþ ions could be increased by relieving the steric pressure on the channel pore by removing the aromatic ring at
KCNE1 position 46. It could be further increased by
creating an aqueous cleft around side-chain 46 by making
it positively charged.

DISCUSSION
Insights into the structure-dynamics-function
relationship of the IKs channel
How does KCNE1 slow KCNQ1 activation?

There has been a debate as to how KCNE1 slows KCNQ1
activation: whether by weakening the coupling between
the activation gate (S6CT) and voltage-sensor movement

(via the S4-S5 linker), by slowing S4 outward movement,
or by a combination of both (20,36–38)? Three observations
in our study offer insights into this issue:
1. Principal component analysis of combined Q1-to-Q1Ea
trajectories revealed that KCNE1 induced correlated
motions in the S4-S5 linker and S6CT (Fig. 7 D, enlarged
views in Fig. S11): KCNE1 TMD pushed the KCNQ1
S4-S5 linker of subunit B toward the pore center, which
caused the S6CT of subunit A to bend at L342/P343. As a
result, S6CT of subunit A moved to reduce the opening of
intracellular pore entrance, i.e., causing the closure of the
activation gate. Closure of the activation gate was also
observed in Q1Eb during MD trajectory but not in Q1
alone (see Fig. S13).
2. As shown in Table S1, in Q1Eb during MDS#2 (0 mV)
the gating charge on S4, R237, flipped from interacting
with E160 on S2 (above the F167 hydrophobic seal,
Fig. 3 A), to interacting with E170 below F167. This
did not occur during MDS#1 (þ435 mV). We suggest
that at 0 mV transmembrane voltage the S4 was dynamic
enough to allow a downward transfer of R237 across the
hydrophobic seal in the presence of KCNE1. This is
consistent with the KCNE1-mediated remodeling of
KCNQ1 voltage sensor observed experimentally (39,40).
3. Oocyte voltage-clamp experiments, in conjunction with
COS-7 disulfide-trapping experiments, suggested that a
Biophysical Journal 105(11) 2461–2473
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network of electrostatic interactions between KCNQ1
S5-P linker and KCNE1-NT stabilized the channel in a
closed state. Because this network of interactions was
predicted by our Q1Ea and Q1Eb models whose S4
voltage sensors were in the ‘‘UP’’ or activated state
(Fig. 3 A), we suggest that these docking conformations
represent a pre-open activated state of the KCNQ1/
KCNE1 channel.

Xu et al.

and KCNQ1/KCNE1 (44). These methods assume that
major conformational changes in proteins can be predicted
by Ca atoms as nodes connected by elastic springs with
identical spring constants. Thus, side-chain interactions
were not considered. Instead, our detailed MD simulations
and analyses revealed that side-chain interactions play a
major role in determining how KCNQ1 and KCNE1 interact
in their extracellular domains, which has impact on the
voltage-dependence of IKs channel activation.

How does KCNE1 modify KCNQ1 pore conductance?

We did not detect any direct contact between the KCNE1
and the KCNQ1 pore loop (Fig. 7 B). However, principal
component analysis revealed that KCNE1 induced
KCNQ1 backbone displacement around T312 (part of the
selectivity filter), whose backbone carbonyl oxygen and
side-chain hydroxyl oxygen are expected to contribute to
Kþ ion coordination in the pore (41). Furthermore, reducing
the volume or adding a positive charge to the side chain
at KCNE1 position 46 markedly increased the pore conductance to bulky Csþ ions relative to Kþ ions. These
observations suggest that KCNE1 allosterically influences
the backbone conformation of the KCNQ1 selectivity
filter. It also exerts steric pressure on the KCNQ1 pore
domain. These effects combined lead to an optimization
of the pore conductance to Kþ ions, while limiting the
conductance to bulkier Rbþ and Csþ ions. They may also
restrict the backbone dynamics required for KCNQ1
inactivation (42).

Study limitations
The intracellular domains of KCNE1 and KCNQ1 were not
included in the models. The lack of disulfide formation
between KCNE1-T58C and KCNQ1 S338C/F339C/F340C
could be due to our experimental conditions; thus we cannot
definitely rule out their interactions. Our models were
incorporated into POPC-membrane without PIP2 (phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate), which could have affected
the IKs channel conformations (45).
CONCLUSION
We conclude that KCNE1 can be docked to KCNQ1 in
two possible conformations and a network of electrostatic
interactions between their extracellular domains stabilizes
the channel in a pre-open, activated state. Analysis of the
MD trajectories also provides insights into how KCNE1
transforms KCNQ1 into the unique, slowly activating IKs
channel.

Comparison with previous studies
KCNQ1 homology models (43), docking of KCNE1 TMD
to KCNQ1 homology models (15), and MD simulations
of a KCNQ1/KCNE1-TMD docking model (27) have been
reported before. Our work differs from the previous studies
in four major aspects:
1. We did not assume that KCNE1 position 58 is close to
KCNQ1 positions 338–340. This distinction matters
because it influences how the KCNE TMD is oriented
with respect to the KCNQ1 VSD and the PD.
2. Our models included not only the KCNE1 TMD, but also
the extracellular NT, whose interactions with KCNQ1
S5-P linker may stabilize the IKs channel in a pre-open,
activated state.
3. Our models were validated by disulfide experiments,
confirming model-predicted novel KCNQ1/KCNE1 interactions.
4. We performed extensive MD simulations followed by
detailed analysis of the MD trajectories, to gain new insights into the structure-dynamics-function relationship
of the IKs channel.
A more recent study used elastic network models to
predict Ca backbone conformational dynamics in KCNQ1
Biophysical Journal 105(11) 2461–2473
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